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Wallboard module for ShireSystem software
Wallboard is a new module for your ShireSystem software that 
is a powerful way to visually share relevant, actionable data 
for your contractors, facilities and maintenance teams. With 
an up-to-date view of outstanding activities, it can help you 
comprehend and analyse leading performance indicators.

You can access Wallboard through any regular browser or 
internet enabled TV so it can be widely displayed across 
various locations to keep key stakeholders fully aware of all 
activities wherever they are based. 

Wallboard is highly configurable: the display consists of 
individual tabs to allow you to focus on specific locations, 
work types, businesses, contractors etc. The tabs can 
be set to rotate as required. You can create individual 
wallboards for shifts, teams or groups of contractors with 
user tiles. Tiles allow you to see the current activity of each 
engineer, their outstanding work or next job, and anything 
they currently have on hold. 

Wallboards help you to compare performance or spot 
underutilised staff and direct them to assist other 
colleagues. Images are used to make it easier to visualise 
larger teams. 
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Discover more from ShireSystem
For a free trial, to discuss licensing terms or to get a 
quote to suit your needs, call +44 (0) 23 8022 4111 or 
email shiresystem@elecosoft.com.

Work Order breakdown
Work Orders can be displayed for you as intuitive graphs, 
based on work type, trade, status or origin to enable you to 
see current performance. 

Expiring documents
The expiring documents tile displays any documents that 
will expire in the period you have set. Documents can 
include Contracts, SLA, OEM’s, Training Certificates, 
Procedures, Risk Assessment, Method Statements etc.

Real-time view
You will have a live view of your current work list and the 
module allows for the switching between wallboards at set 
intervals and auto refreshes.

Shifts and Resource Planner  
User Tiles
Check the availability of your team, when somebody is on 
shift, or when they will next be available. 

Work Order and parts backlog stats 
with warning feature
Your Work Order backlogs can be broken down into simple 
user tiles, listing late and overdue Work Orders - plus 
any outstanding parts or critical parts that need to be 
reordered. Tiles can be configured to flash when a set limit 
has been reached and can be resized and colour coded as 
you require. 


